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A reluctant soldier keeps the final promise made to his fallen comrade.



The Road Home by Frank Scozzari ALL RIGHTS RESERVEDNo part of this

book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,

including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without

permission in writing from the author, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in

reviews. Publisher’s Note:This is a work of fiction. All names, characters, places, and events

are the work of the author’s imagination.Any resemblance to real persons, places, or events is

coincidental. Puerto del Sol BooksCopyright 2015 Frank ScozzariOriginal short story by

Pushcart Prize nominated author.First published in Spindrift Literary Magazine. The Road

Home “The mouth of the large gray cargo plane hung open like that of a great shark. Within

were the many bags, stacked in rows, all oblong, all sealed, each numbered and tagged. The

receiving sergeant stood atop the loading bay, dressed in fatigues with a clipboard in hand. He

was nervously scanning the runway and buildings beyond. Young Nick Jordon stood below him,

at the foot of the deck, behind a pair of dark sunglasses. He wore faded blue jeans, a white T-

shirt, and a pair of Nike tennis shoes. His blond hair was still cropped short and glistened in the

morning sunlight.The sergeant dropped the clipboard to his side, his cold gray eyes fell upon

Nick’s.“The money?” he asked sharply. “Do you have the money?”“Where is he?” was Nick’s

reply.The sergeant motioned his head to the top of the freight deck. A lone bag lay separated

from the others. Nick lifted on his toes and peered up the freight deck at it.“The money,” the

sergeant insisted. “This is deep shit, man. Really deep.”Nick pulled a thick envelope from his

shirt pocket and handed it to him.“Fifteen hundred dollars.”The sergeant looked in the

envelope, thumbing through the bills. He scanned the airfield once again. Then, stepping up

the brief incline, he dragged the bag down to the edge of the loading deck.“Are you sure it’s

him?” asked Nick.“Read the tag.”The sergeant jumped off the edge of the loading bay while

Nick studied the bag. John C. Henley was printed clearly on a small tag attached near the head

of the bag.“Come’on, let’s go,” the sergeant pressed. He had already pulled the bag halfway off

the cargo bay.Together they lifted the bag and carried it to Nick’s sedan. Quickly and carefully

they loaded it into the rear seat and covered it beneath a canvas tarp. It was difficult getting it in

– the body was long and awkwardly cramped in the small space with legs propped to one side.

Ava, “BRUTALLY REALISTIC, AMAZINGLY POIGNANT. This is a poignant read from beginning

to end. What seems to be a soldier's thoughts and actions while burying his fallen brother,

turns out to be much more.. Frank Scozzari captures the horrors of war so well in this short

story, I felt as if I was there with him in Bosnia. I felt as if I was there as he dug his brother's

grave. I especially loved the remembered conversations about the U.N. and their mission --

would they really make a difference? How could they really make a difference? Highly

recommend this read, especially if you ever wonder what goes on in the mind of a man

serving, being ordered to do something he knows is quite futile --- but, he carries on, does his

duty ---and it changes him forever.”

Miguel, “Absolutely Captivating!. This is a heartbreaking story of two soldiers who promised to

stand for each other no matter what happens, and when John Henley died, the heartbroken
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Nick found a way to bring him home, sneaked his way out of the war and into the mountain

side and dug a grave for his fallen comrade. While he was digging, memories of the war

flashback onto him. This book totally captures the lives of the soldiers who selflessly fulfilled

their duties.”

EJON, “Very Interesting and Good Read!. The Road Home provides a good example of a great

novel. The great things about this book: it's decently well-written, it has some intriguing

moments, and the character development is at least competent. The novel revolves around

how they manages to survive in a country whose customs and language are not there own. I

enjoyed this book far more than I anticipated. Well worth reading and a real page turner.”

Sanford, “Hart to put down, then I read it all!. I felt it was a good, well written book that I read in

one session.  I admire a person that fulfills a promise kept.”

Susan Wright, “Enjoyed it. I enjoyed this. I wasn't sure I would at first as it is not the type of

story I typically read. The details drew me in and I couldn't stop reading. I would read more

from this author.”

Mary E. Latela, “Scozzari Tackles The Road Home from Bosnia/Croatia. Our sensibilities were

bruised during the conflicts in Bosnia/Yugoslavia/Herzegovena in the 1990s. Action included

the most primitive attacks on perceived enemies. This war against civilians shocked the world's

conscience and added the term "ethnic cleansing" to the world's lexicon of atrocity. (http://

www.cja.org/article.php?id=247)Frank Scozzari uses his finely tuned perceptions and powers

of observation to deal with one moment, one incident about two soldiers. Nick Jordon has

promised not to leave his friend John C. Henley behind, and prepares to smuggle out his

remains to the states. We climb through the brush, up toward a thicket of trees, along with the

soldiers, and a young couple-in-love.I've worked with some of the survivors of the heinous

conflict, but the healing seems endless, as women must assume leadership of the household

because spouses are dead, or nearly dead, unable to fight.Strongly recommend that you follow

Nick's path, and recall how horrified we were to learn of the brutality of these conflicts, and - I

dare say - the futility of war. This is another finely crafted, heart-wrenching story by Scozzari. It

is a must-read.”

The book by Frank Scozzari has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 11 people have provided feedback.
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